labor, which pours its tides of opulence into all departments of human thought and industry, there follow, through a reactive or reflex influence, certain notable changes, not only on the life and manners of a people but on their physical and mental diseases. The more advanced a civilization the more complex become the problems which surround it. While the accumulation of wealth and the multiplication of appliances for human comfort have, in the aggregate, contributed to the well being of the race, yet there is reason to fear that the insatiate and ambitious demands of the masterful leaders in the work of the world, unless conditioned and environed by reasonable safeguards, may acquire their triumphs at the expense of human life. It is a suggestive and a solemn thought, that in the victorious march of civilization, thousands of victims must perish beneath her chariot wheels.
There really seems to be a perpetual antagonism between man's inventions and discoveries and the well being of a no inconsiderable fraction of humanity. He reduces the elastic vapor of water to practical use, and is rewarded by seeing countless numbers of human beings blown into shapeless masses by his rebellious servant. His chemistry creates formidable explosives capable of dislodging the solid strata of the earth, and these, in wicked hands, become instruments for consummating such diabolical plots as serve to unsettle the peace of a nation. He rears manufactories for fashioning multitudinous fabrics which minister to the comfort and luxury of the race; and yet while the hands of the fabricator are busy manipulating the materials of these industries, he is breathing a death-laden air. We send our missionaries to China and the Sandwich Islands to reclaim their peoples from the barbarities of heathenism, and then our commerce to ruin their souls and wreck thfcir bodies. There seems, indeed, to be an eternal conflict between good and evil.
Considerations like these naturally lead to a very inviting field of study, namely, the relation between the material prosperity of a people and the forms of their dis- constitute another social evil, the penal inflictions of which involve both sexes alike. Pride and luxury determine long engagements or deferred proposals. Marriage, it is bel'eved, necessarily involves an establishment, a display, a retinue of servitors. The good old notion of two souls being united in wedlock for the purpose of being mutual helpmates, and patiently together working up from modest beginnings to affluence, seems to be entirely at variance with the modern idea of this relation. In the meantime the young man is betrayed into unlawful sources of gratification, alike destructive to moral and physical purity, the pollution of which incontinence is often subsequently communicated and perpetuated to wife and offspring. I In conclusion, may we ever hope for a time when the race will realize that these bodies which we wear, which God has so highly honored by his own incarnation, are sacred temples, to be kept in harmony with recognized physical laws, and not to be made instruments of mere animal gratification ??The Polyclinic.
